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At the start of the 1990’s, the upcoming Space Station appeared to be an opportunity to create the nextgeneration spacesuit, following ten years of flight experience with the shuttle Extravehicular Mobility Unit
(EMU). Two suits were candidates for the “Space Station Suit”: the Mark III from NASA Johnson Space
Center, and the AX-5 from NASA Ames. The Mark III continued the EMU’s hybrid approach of hard upper
torso and soft goods for the arms and lower torso assembly, while the AX-5 was an all-metal “hard” suit design
with sealed rotary bearings for mobility.
The evaluation process of the two suits lasted almost two years, and is likely the most detailed head-to-head
comparison of two spacesuits ever undertaken. Tests were performed joint-by-joint for each suit, and suited
runs by four EVA-trained astronauts were conducted in neutral buoyancy and parabolic flight. Wherever
possible, each result was quantified to create a running “score” for the two suits, compared to an EMU as
the control case. Crew subjective evaluations were presented and considered. In the end, no final conclusion
was drawn nor formal report published. It was realized that no funding would be forthcoming for new suit
development, and that the EMU would be the baseline U.S. suit for International Space Station and beyond.
With the recent acquisition of much of the raw data and supporting information from the suit evaluations,
this paper will take a “deep dive” into the process and strive to create an objective summary report of the
process. The five volumes of data from the process represent a wealth of information not only on those specific
designs, but on the process of thoroughly testing and evaluating future EVA suits.

Nomenclature
ACCESS
ARC
C-H
CTSD
EASE
EMU
EVA
HUT
ISS

Assembly Concept for the Construction
of Erectable Space Structures
Ames Research Center
Cooper-Harper Rating
Crew and Thermal Systems Division
Experimental Assembly of Structures in EVA
Extravehicular mobility unit
Extravehicular activity
Hard upper torso
International Space Station

I.

I

JSC
LTA
Mk. III
MMOD
NASA
PLSS
ROM
SSL
TMG
UMd
WETF

Johnson Space Center
Lower torso assembly
Mark III
Micrometeoroids and orbital debris
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Portable life support system
Range of motion
Space Systems Laboratory
Thermal/micrometeoroid garment
University of Maryland
Weightless Environment Training Facility

Introduction

f there was a “golden age” of spacesuit development, it very well may have been 1964-1967, with the Gemini and
start of the Apollo programs. A number of different suit variants flew during the ten Gemini missions, tailor-made
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for mission objectives such as long duration or use of an astronaut maneuvering unit. In the same time frame, a threeway competition between ILC-Dover, Hamilton Standard, and David Clark led to the selection of the A7L suit for
Apollo, with the later A7L-B variant for the J-class missions requiring the EVA crew to sit on the lunar roving vehicle.
A number of advanced suit concepts were proposed for the later Apollo lunar surface missions, or for an assumed
second wave of lunar exploration missions, but never flew due to budget limitations and cancellation of human lunar
missions. The next spacesuit development was the extravehicular mobility unit (EMU), developed for use with the
space shuttle program. The EMU design was largely driven by the goal of getting away from custom-built spacesuits,
instead adopting a modular architecture which could be built up to fit nearly anybody in the astronaut EVA cadre. By
the end of the 1980’s, the EMU had proven itself in a number of applications, ranging from structural assembly to
satellite capture and servicing to demonstrations of on-orbit refueling.
However, this experience also produced increasing awareness of limitations in the EMU system. Chief among
these was the need for extensive denitrogenation prior to airlock egress. Even though the EMU operating pressure
had been increased to 4.3 psi from the 3.5 PSI of the A7L and previous suits, due to the selection of a sea-level cabin
pressure of 14.7 psi, the standard denitrogenation protocols required four hours of prebreathing pure oxygen prior to
airlock depressurization. Without changing the cabin atmosphere, a “zero prebreathe” suit would require a working
pressure of 8 psi or above.
The working solution to the prebreathe issue in the space shuttle was to lower the cabin pressure to 10.2 psi with
an elevated percentage of oxygen for the day prior to an EVA; this would not be possible with the much greater
pressurized volume of the upcoming space station program. Two major spacesuit development projects were initiated
in the 1980’s: the Mark III suit in the Crew and Thermal Systems Division (CTSD) at the NASA Johnson Space Center
(JSC), and the AX-5 at the NASA Ames Research Center. Both were 8.3 psi suits.
The Mark III (Mk. III) suit (Figures 1 and 2) was a hybrid, incorporating fabric arms and legs mounted to rigid
hard upper torso (HUT) and hip elements. The arms were similar to those of the EMU, except for the incorporation
of external link rolling convolute shoulders rather than the simple flat patterns of the EMU. Both EMU and Mk. III
shoulder assemblies incorporated scye and upper arm bearings. The hip assembly consisted of three-bearing hard
wedge elements with rotary bearings and seals, attached to individual leg soft did not have a waist bearing for lateral
rotation, relying instead on the mobility of the hip bearings for that motion.1 Overall, the Mk. III was n evolutionary
advance to the overall architecture of the EMU, designed to accommodate the 8.3psi working pressure.
The AX-5 (Figures 3 and 4) was an entirely hard suit, with all articulations based on a series of aluminum spherical
wedge elements and all articulation based on differential motions of pairs of sealed rotary joints. Shoulders and
hips incorporated four-bearing wedge assemblies.2 Elbow and knee assemblies were three-segment units. Since
this produced a massively redundant set of kinematics, the outer elbow and knee wedges were linked via an internal
mechanism to force them to move together. This made each assembly into a single degree of freedom system matching
the extension/flexion of the wearer’s knees and elbows.3 Wrists and ankles were three-bearing wedge assemblies. The
boots were single-sized rigid metal assemblies with multisized inserts.
Both suits shared a number of similar design concepts. Each used a 13in diameter hemispherical helmet integrated
into a HUT which extended over the user’s head. Each used a rear entry design with the entry hatch hinged to the side.
In operational use the entry hatch would be the inner surface of the portable life support system (PLSS), but the PLSS
design was not part of this test process. Each suit used various-length sizing rings for adjusting arm and leg lengths,
installed using Ortman-wire couplings.4

II.

Background on the Assessment Program

In the late 1980’s, both the Mark III and AX-5 were completing development and were ready for extended testing.A
number of EVAs performed on space shuttle missions had been successfully accomplished, and the drawbacks of all
approaches used for denitrogenation protocols had been well-established.5 At the same time, a viable space station
program (at the time, “Space Station Freedom”) appeared likely to progress to fruition, and offered the first possibility
of developing a new spacesuit for flight since the EMU more than a decade earlier. Given that NASA had developed
two functional prototypes of 8.3psi suits in parallel, some form of comparison seemed an obvious next step.
As an aside, thirty years later, why should we care about such an undertaking? For one thing, this was perhaps the
most exhaustive and complete head-to-head suit testing and comparison process ever performed. As will be described
later in this paper, an extensive multi-level set of testing protocols was created, involving laboratory testing, neutral
buoyancy, and parabolic flight operations. As the U.S. space program currently prepares (again) for expanded human
exploration beyond low Earth orbit, paired with the fact that the EMUs in service on International Space Station (ISS)
have some components designed over forty years ago, it is clear that “we’ll just use the existing EMUs” has run its
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Figure 1. Mark III spacesuit in donning stand. Note external link
rolling convolute shoulders without thermal/micrometeoroid covering.
This photo is one of the few published photos dating to the time of this
testing program.1

Figure 2. Mark III spacesuit. Few reproducible photos from the period
of the tests described in this paper are available for publication; this is
a later photo of the Mark III.

course for future programs. There is a critical need for new spacesuit designs for missions beyond ISS.
The other reason to spend time documenting this process is that there were almost no publications at the time
arising from the comparison program. Papers were published during the early formal stages of the test program
discussing plans,6,7 but the overall program never reached a true finale; NASA management decided partway through
this process that there would be insufficient funds to support a new suit development project, and the shuttle EMUs
were therefore baselined for ISS operations indefinitely. A few papers were published after that point,8 and an informal
“conclusion” to the program was established,9 but almost nobody currently active in the field has any knowledge of
what happened and why. Perhaps the best overview of the program to date was written by a NASA contractor as an
individual volunteer project and published as an internal NASA document,10 but it is not generally available.
While all of the limited publications on this program have been used and cited in this document, it would not have
been possible without the recent availability of a set of five three-ring binders which contain most of the raw data
and subjective comments from throughout the evaluation process, “assembled for use by the Space Suit Technology
Selection Panel... It is intended to aid the panel in selecting the best space suit technologies for the Space Station Freedom application.”11 In the approximately 1000 pages of documentation, the volumes break down into the following
top-level contents:
Volume 1 – Index, technology selection plan, and associated test plans for each area of testing (e.g.,
neutral buoyancy, parabolic flight, materials testing)
Volume 2 – Neutral buoyancy test results (suited range of motion, comfort, and reach measurements)
Volume 3 – Range of motion; Cybex testing; fatigue measurements
Volume 4 – Cooper-Harper ratings; parabolic flight comments; dynamic and static torque results; materials testing results
Volume 5 – Scores compilation; crew comments data base printout
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Figure 3. AX-5 spacesuit.

Figure 4. AX-5 spacesuit in neutral buoyancy testing at NASA Ames.

As stated in the introduction to this compendium, data were presented but not results (i.e., data reductions) or conclusions. Some sections are blank; whether because those test elements were never performed, or the data was never
distributed, or this particular set was not updated, is not clear. As far as can be determined, these documents represent
the best (only) record of the test results, distributed at approximately the same time as the decision was announced
not to complete the assessment since no new spacesuits would be developed. While 18 months went by before the
(internal) publication of a set of conclusions providing some “closure” to the process, there is little evidence that any
further substantial data was collected during that time, so it appears to be a justifiable conclusion that this binder set is
still the closest thing to a canonical data source available.
The assessment program was created to test and evaluate the two suit concepts. Since the shuttle EMU was
also well-established, it was included in the performance testing as a baseline for the experimental suits. A test team,
including a formal “Space Suit Technology Selection Panel”, was created with individuals from JSC and Ames or their
contractors. The tests were primarily conducted at the Johnson Space Center, using the Weightless Environment Test
Facility, the KC-135 parabolic flight aircraft, and the equipment and facilities of the JSC Crew and Thermal Systems
Division. Some ancillary tests, such as radiation shielding effectiveness or materials properties, were performed offsite by contractors.
There is, after all this time, some confusion as to the purpose of the program discussed here. Was it to directly
compare the two experimental suits, perhaps with the intent of selecting one for further development and eventual
adoption as the “space station suit”? Or was it just to assess the technologies with the eventual goal of a “clean sheet”
suit design incorporating the best features of each? As it turns out, both had elements of the truth: the “Suit Selection
Strategy Summary” listed as its “Major Criteria”11
• Conduct manned, integrated performance test activities (WETF specific EVA tasks - EASE/ACCESS, etc.)
– Establish ”User Acceptance” data base
• Selection assessment to be made basically on:
– How effectively each system (Mk. III/AX-5) works as a whole, integrated assembly in enabling crew
4
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members to perform and accomplish representative EVA task activities
– How effectively each element of the Mk. III/AX-5 performed in exercises which primarily isolated that
element
– The effects of technology risk factors
At the outset NASA announced “The test activities will be undertaken by at least six crewmembers,”4 but in the end
four astronauts served as the test subjects for the study. All had completed the basic EVA training and were available
for assignment to a space shuttle mission with planned EVAs. At the time of testing, one subject had flown a mission
with two planned EVAs, and one other had flown a mission with a contingency EVA, both as EVA crew. The other
two subjects had not flown in space at the time of testing. Other personnel assisted in the testing from time to time,
but only the performance of the four test subjects was collected and archived.

III.

Established Evaluation Criteria

The test designers outlined an extensive series of tests to be performed in the evaluation process. These were
divided into three tiers: first, second, and third order categories. The first order evaluations were related to human
performance in the suits, and accounted for 75% of the overall score. Tests placed in the second order category related
to engineering tests and laboratory evaluation, and counted for 20% of the score. The only process in the third order
category was the life cycle costing of each system, counting the last 5%. Each of these ranked orders were further
subdivided into more detailed categories of testing, as listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Top-level weighting factors for quantitative test resuits.

First order selection criteria
(Manned performance)
Mobility (range of motion)
Mobility (comfort ratings)
Reach
Cybex maximum force transmission
EVA tasks (Cooper-Harper ratings)
0-G evaluation (Cooper-Harper ratings)
Second order selection criteria
(Engineering test and analysis)
Environmental hazards
Torque measurements
Component cycle verification
Third order section criteria
(Programmatic issues)
Life cycle costs

75% of points
25%
6%
7%
7%
20%
10%
20% of points
6%
8%
6%
5% of points
5%

Many of the subcategories were further divided into more nested levels of evaluative tests. For example, there were
originally 14 tests specified under the category of “Mobility (range of motion)” to be tested in neutral buoyancy at the
JSC Weightless Environment Training Facility (WETF). If we regard the top-level assessment of Table 1 as a 100
point reference scale, the 25 points assigned to Mobility (range of motion) were further subdivided into assessments
bounded at 10, 20, or 30 points within the Mobility (range of motion) allotment, for a total of 240 points within this
single category.a “Forward/upward reach” was worth 30 points; a perfect score would translate to a score of 3.12 points
on the overall assessment. “Forward bending”, on the other hand, was worth only 10 points within this category, or
1.04 points overall. In all, there were 55 first-order tests, 16 second-order tests, and one third-order analysis. As will
be seen, the specifics of the evaluation algorithms would change with time and lessons learned.
a If you add up the scoring points for the range of motion tests in Table 4, you get 220 points, not 240. One 20-point motion was deleted from
the protocol due to the lack of waist bearings in the test suits. The deleted motion is shown in Table 2.
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Many of the test evaluations were subjective, with the test subjects providing a modified Cooper-Harper (C-H)
rating for the perceived performance of the task in question. The C-H rating derives from aircraft flight test, and
was originally a method of rating aircraft handling properties on a scale of 1 (perfect) to 10 (uncontrollable). Test
subjects asked for a Cooper-Harper rating of a specific task would follow the flowchart shown in Figure 5 and produce
a numerical rating from 1 to 10. The 1-10 C-H scale was linearly transformed into 100%-0% of points scale for the
compilation; for example, a perfect C-H score of 1 would receive 100% of the weighted score, 2 would receive 89%,
3 would receive 78%, down to 0 points for a worst-case rating of 10. Similarly, “comfort” was assessed on a fivepoint scale of 1(“very comfortable”), 2 (“comfortable”), 3 (“slightly uncomfortable”), 4 (“very uncomfortable”), or 5
(“intolerably uncomfortable”). Again, these 1-5 scores were linearly converted to 100%-0% of the available score for
those assessments.

Figure 5. Modified Cooper-Harper rating flowchart used in testing.11

Scores which were amenable to direct measurement, such as forces, reach, and range of motion, were not scored
on that basis, but were further adjusted prior to assigning a final numeric grade. Rather than use the quantitative raw
score, or normalize these scores by the suit with the maximum rating, the shuttle EMU performance was selected as the
normalizing parameter. The experimental suit with the best performance in excess of the EMU would receive 100% of
the maximum point value established for that test. If the other experimental suit also out-performed the EMU, it would
receive a pro-rated point value. On the other hand, if one or both suits were inferior in performance to the EMU, they
would receive a negative point value limited to -100% of the point value. This scaled normalization algorithm will
come up repeatedly throughout this overview of the assessment program.
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IV.

Testing Results and Revisions to the Assessment Criteria

If there is a singular objective to this paper, it is to archivally report the data collected in the process of the suit
assessment program. Clearly, this will only be a top-level set of data, as the information contained in the data binders
have orders of magnitude more content than would fit in this paper. The plan here is to go down the list of test topics
in Table 1, and detail the results obtained at the time. Unlike the prior publications, the first priority will be to present
the collected scores, followed where feasible by the same data converted to the original scoring algorithms, along with
some further new analyses of the results. Where feasible, the complete sets of raw data are presented in tabular form
in the appendix of this report.
A.

Mobility (Range of Motion)

We will start at the top of the list with the range of motion scores. As described in Table 1, “Mobility (range of
motion)” as measured in neutral buoyancy testing was weighted as 25% of the total score. The motions performed by
the test subject are illustrated in the cells of Table 2. Each motion is denoted as “ROM task #”, which corresponds to
the left-hand column entries in the next two tables. The original planning document incorporated one additional test,
“forward torso bending with rotation”, which was not performed due to the absence of waist bearings in the AX-5 and
the Mark III. Table 3 shows the average raw scores for this category, representing the total joint angle change achieved
for each of the specific measurements taken.
Figure 6 shows the raw range of motion results for all nineteen suit articulations, averaged across the four test
subjects. A cursory examination of this plot would indicate that all of the suits have one or more motions where each
is superior, but overall, the experimental suits clearly have greater overall range of motion than the EMU used as a
control. Applications of paired T-test analysis shows that the EMU results are significantly different from both the
AX-5 (p = 0.0028) and Mk. III (p = 0.0450) results, but the AX-5 and Mk. III results are not statistically significantly
different from each other (p = 0.4426).

Figure 6. Suit range of motion averaged across all four test subjects. Data from West.11 Horizontal axis index:
(1) Forward/upward reach (2) Backward torso bending (3) Forward torso bending (4) Straight leg flexion (R)
(5) Straight leg flexion (L) (6) Bent knee hip flexion (R) (7) Bent knee hip flexion (L) (8) Overhead reach from side
(9) Inboard chest reach (10) Arm sweeping motion (11) Torso rotation (12) Side ankle flexion (2 ft in restraints) (R)
(13) Side ankle flexion (2 ft in restraints) (L) (14) Side ankle flexion (R ft in restraints) (R) (15) Side ankle flexion (R ft in restraints) (L)
(16) Side ankle flexion (L foot in restraints) (R) (17) Side ankle flexion (L foot in restraints) (L) (18) Hip abduction (R)
(19) Hip abduction (L)

The values in each motion averaged across the four test subjects is shown in Table 3. This can now be used to illustrate the effects of the various weighting schemes developed for the suit evaluation process; this is shown in numerical
form in Table 4. The first numeric column shows the weighting factors applied to each motion. Using the scaled nor-
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Table 2. Body motions incorporated in suited range of motion testing. All images from West11

Forward/upward reach
ROM task 1

Backward torso bending
ROM task 2

Forward torso bending
ROM task 3

Straight leg flexion
ROM tasks 4-5

Bent knee hip flexion
ROM tasks 5-6

Overhead reach from side
ROM task 7

Inboard chest reach
ROM task 8

Arm sweeping motion
ROM task 9

Torso rotation
ROM task 11

Side ankle flexion
Two feet in restraints
ROM tasks 12-13

Side ankle flexion
R foot in restraints
ROM tasks 14-15

Side ankle flexion
L foot in restraints
ROM tasks 16-17

Hip adduction
ROM tasks 18-19

Forward bending w/ torso rotation
Deleted task
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Table 3. Raw range of motion results.

Range of motion test
1) Forward/upward reach
2) Backward torso bending
3) Forward torso bending
4) Straight leg flexion (R)
5) Straight leg flexion (L)
6) Bent knee hip flexion (R)
7) Bent knee hip flexion (L)
8) Overhead reach from side
9) Inboard chest reach
10) Arm sweeping motion
11) Torso rotation
12) Side ankle flexion (2 ft in restraints) (R)
13) Side ankle flexion (2 ft in restraints) (L)
14) Side ankle flexion (R ft in restraints) (R)
15) Side ankle flexion (R ft in restraints) (L)
16) Side ankle flexion (L ft in restraints) ( R)
17) Side ankle flexion (L ft in restraints) (L)
18) Hip abduction (R)
19) Hip abduction (L)
Summary average values

EMU avg. (deg)
158
90
49
48
45
60
61
154
111
91
133
39
36
39
30
31
44
30
29
67.2

AX-5 avg. (deg)
148
79
55
81
80
99
103
164
121
104
140
43
43
43
33
36
40
53
53
79.7

Mk.III avg. (deg)
146
78
45
80
85
94
94
158
116
94
110
35
35
48
34
33
43
66
83
77.6

malization described earlier, the last two columns show the evaluation points awarded to the two experimental suits.
The first summary row shows the unweighted average value for each suit. The bottom row shows the values weighted
by the listed weighting factors, and scaled to the 25 points allocated for this test as listed in Table 1.
A number of issues jump out from the process of scaling and normalization. Although the overall average range of
motion score between the AX-5 and the Mk. III only varies by 2.7% in the raw scores, after scaling and normalization
the difference has become 260%. A closer look at the numbers reveals that the Mk. III gets +100 points for an extra
four degrees of motion in side ankle flexion (test 15), but the same +100 points for a forty degree advantage over the
EMU in straight leg flexion (test 5). Clearly, the scaling provides a bounty to whichever suit gets the highest score in
excess of the EMU, but loses any differentiation between a minimal increase and a huge one.
To further illustrate this point, direct comparisons were plotted between the raw and scaled scores for each suit.
As shown in Figure 7, the first set of bars show the overall range of motion for each of the three suits, averaging the
19 discrete values for each from Table 3. The original test evaluation plan gave each of the 19 data values collected a
maximum potential value ranging from 5 to 30 points; this formed the basis for a weighted average, as shown in the
second grouping in Figure 7. Both of these sets of bars show more clearly the same trend described above: the AX-5
having very slightly more range of motion than the Mk. III, and both clearly superior to the EMU (but not by more
than 10-20%).
The last two sets of bars in Figure 7 show the same data, applying the scaled normalization based on the EMU
values as described above. The experimental suit with the better value superior to the EMU receives a grade of 100
points, and the other suit will be linearly scaled if between the better suit and the EMU. If the other suit is inferior to
the EMU, it receives a proportional negative score bounded at -100. In both of the last two rating scales, the EMU
is identically zero since it is used as the basis of the normalization. The effect of this conversion is to dramatically
accentuate the differences between the range of motion values of the two suits. This is even further amplified in the
last set of bars, showing the scaled values weighted as in the second set. (All four sets of data were normalized to a
maximum score of 100 points.)
These results illustrate one of the major shortcomings of the selected approach to data scaling and normalization;
comparison curves which appear very similar in the raw averages and weighted averages will present as a night-and-
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Table 4. Scaled and normalized range of motion results based on established algorithm.

Range of motion test
1) Forward/upward reach
2) Backward torso bending
3) Forward torso bending
4) Straight leg flexion (R)
5) Straight leg flexion (L)
6) Bent knee hip flexion (R)
7) Bent knee hip flexion (L)
8) Overhead reach from side
9) Inboard chest reach
10) Arm sweeping motion
11) Torso rotation
12) Side ankle flexion (2 ft in restraints) (R)
13) Side ankle flexion (2 ft in restraints) (L)
14) Side ankle flexion (R ft in restraints) (R)
15) Side ankle flexion (R ft in restraints) (L)
16) Side ankle flexion (L ft in restraints) ( R)
17) Side ankle flexion (L ft in restraints) (L)
18) Hip abduction (R)
19) Hip abduction (L)
Summary averaged values (not weighted)
Original scoring algorithm (points)

Weighting
30
10
10
5
5
5
5
30
30
30
20
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
25

AX-5 avg.
-70
-13
50
79
80
96
97
50
100
75
33
19
75
19
0
50
-50
68
44
42.2
9.74

Mk.III avg.
-63
-25
-17
83
89
90
78
25
50
10
-42
-25
0
50
38
8
-25
100
100
27.8
2.71

Figure 7. Average range of motion values for each suit with various weighting and scaling factors.
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day difference in the scaled results. It is important to point out that the scaling results are valid mathematically – the
AX-5 and Mk. III values are each still statistically significant when comparing their raw and scaled values to those
of the EMU, and the scaled values for the AX-5 and Mk. III are still not statistically different (p = 0.144) – but the
impression given by the final scaled data is intuitively misleading all the same.
B.

Mobility (Comfort Ratings)

As described above, the test subjects were asked to give a subjective 1-5 rating on the comfort of performing each
task within the range of motion testing in neutral buoyancy. The averages of those scores are listed in Table 5. Per the
formally agreed-upon rating protocol, these scores were not scaled based on the EMU scores, but were instead merely
normalized by a linear relationship in which a rating of “1” (“very comfortable”) received 100% of the available score,
and a rating of “5” (“intolerably uncomfortable”) would receive a score of 0.
Table 5. Comfort results averaged across test subjects by suits.

Range of motion test
1) Forward/upward reach
2) Backward torso bending
3) Forward torso bending
4) Straight leg flexion (R)
5) Straight leg flexion (L)
6) Bent knee hip flexion (R)
7) Bent knee hip flexion (L)
8) Overhead reach from side
9) Inboard chest reach
10) Arm sweeping motion
11) Torso rotation
12) Side ankle flexion (2 ft in restraints) (R)
13) Side ankle flexion (2 ft in restraints) (L)
14) Side ankle flexion (R ft in restraints) (R)
15) Side ankle flexion (R ft in restraints) (L)
16) Side ankle flexion (L ft in restraints) ( R)
17) Side ankle flexion (L ft in restraints) (L)
18) Hip abduction (R)
19) Hip abduction (L)
Overall average values
Original scoring algorithm (6 points max)

EMU avg. (deg)
1.75
1.75
1.50
2.00
2.00
1.75
1.75
2.13
1.58
1.50
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.68
5.18

AX-5 avg. (deg)
1.63
1.38
1.63
1.38
1.38
1.63
1.63
1.88
1.63
1.75
1.88
1.63
1.63
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.38
1.38
1.62
5.26

Mk.III avg. (deg)
1.75
2.00
1.75
1.50
1.50
1.75
1.75
2.25
2.00
1.50
2.38
2.00
2.00
1.75
1.75
1.75
2.00
1.50
1.50
1.81
5.03

It should be noted that much of the content of the five data volumes are transcripts of crew comments during and
after test runs. Many of these deal with specifics of comfort, including fit and buoyancy adjustments in underwater
testing. The comments have not been incorporated into this document for several reasons, foremost among which
is the excessive length of this paper even without them. Perhaps more cogently, given the extended duration of the
assessment program, every test subject at some time or another would express an opinion on every side of any particular
topic. Without a focused effort to somehow systematize the thousands of comments throughout the program and to
extract information in a rigorous and objective way, the comments offer too much temptation to “cherry-pick” specific
comments that support a particular thesis.
C.

Reach

The “reach” category may seem duplicative of the “range of motion” testing, but represents the difference between
extrinsic and intrinsic characteristics of the suits. “Range of motion” measured the joint angles of the test subject
in the respective suits; “reach” measures how far the test subject can reach in particular directions and with specific
11
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constraints. For this category, the neutrally buoyant test subjects were placed in foot restraints in proximity to a large
visual grid at varying distances from a reference point on the restraints (Figure 8) in the WETF. The reach envelope
was defined as the maximum area the subject could touch on the grid plane.

Figure 8. Test subject performing reach tests on planar grid.1

Four sets of tests were performed with this set-up. Two tests (“front”) tested the reach of the test subject to a grid
plane placed directly in front of the foot restraints, with a single hand and with both hands together. “Right” and “left”
placed the grid to the sides (parallel to the subject’s sagittal plane and displaced laterally) to measure reach envelopes
with the right and left hands. In all cases, full body motion was allowed as long as the subject remained in the foot
restraints; the tests therefore were an indication of overall body mobility in the suits, not just arm reach.
The results (averaged across all four test subjects) for each of these test conditions are shown in Figures 9 - 12. As
can be easily seen, the AX-5 had substantially better reach in all cases than either the EMU or the Mk. III. What is more
surprising, perhaps, is the uniform superiority of the EMU to the Mk. III suit. Discussion in the documents suggested
that this was probably because of the higher pressure (8.3 psi) at which the Mk. III suit was tested compared to the
normal 4.3 psi of the EMU. Since the basic suit configuration was much the same in the Mark III and EMU, it would
have been expected that the new features of the Mark III would make up for the additional operating pressure. This
is probably due to the early state of 8.3 psi suit design at the time; subsequent advances would produce substantially
different results today. The constant-volume design of the AX-5 is generally “immune” to pressure effects other than
secondary increases in seal friction, so the advantage of the AX-5 in these tests is not surprising.
Summing all of the values for reachable area over the distances tested and multiplying by the six inch interval
between grid spacings provides a crude measure of the overall volume of the reach envelope for each suit; this is
documented in Table 6. Summing the four test cases, the AX-5 had an overall 27.5% advantage in reach over the
EMU. On the other hand, the Mk. III had 13.4% less reach volume than the EMU. Since this was another test which
was chosen to be scaled and normalized to the EMU, the 7 maximum points allocated to the reach testing would
translate to 6.2 points for the AX-5 and -2.6 points for the Mk. III.
It should be noted that the approach here was done by analyzing the raw data directly, and the contents of Table
6 are presented as being illustrative of the results. The scores from the last row of the table come directly from the
data in the original binders, and incorporate several adjustments not contained in the present analysis. The single- and
double-handed reach envelopes in front of the subject are weighted twice as much as the lateral reach data collected
from the right and left sides of the subjects. In addition, the double-handed reach data is not the straight average of
the other three test conditions, but had a weighting factor applied to the data to emphasize reach within the primary
dual-hand reach envelope, which is generally quite close to the subject’s body. Table 7 lists the weighting factors for
the various reach distances.
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Figure 9. Frontal area reachable with single hand as a function of
distance from foot restraints.

Figure 10. Frontal area reachable with both hands as a function of
distance from foot restraints.

Figure 11. Lateral area reachable with left hand as a function of distance from foot restraints.

Figure 12. Lateral area reachable with right hand as a function of
distance from foot restraints.

Table 6. Total reach envelope volume (ft3 ).

Frontal single-hand reachable area
Lateral left-hand reachable area
Lateral right-hand reachable area
Frontal two-handed reachable area
Summation of values
Original scoring algorithm (7 pts max)

D.

EMU
30.30
32.99
30.74
16.26
110.3

AX-5
39.32
37.97
38.54
24.83
140.7
6.20

Mk. III
26.96
25.95
29.22
13.38
95.5
-2.59

Cybex Maximum Force Transmission

To understand the ability of the crew to apply forces and torques in the suits, the evaluation team used a Cybex
II Isokinetic Dynamometer in the underwater test environment. The system was set up to allow the crew to work
the system for ten different single-degree-of-freedom motions from foot restraints, as shown in Figure 13. For each
exercise, the test subject performed three repetitions of a static torque application (Cybex arm fixed), then did five
repetitions at 60o /sec to measure dynamic torque output. The specific motions, along with the synopsis of results, are
listed in Table 8.
The results were actually quite close across the board, but the surprising thing was that so many of the maximum
scores across the tests were achieved using the EMU. This was attributed in crew comments to much greater familiarity
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Table 7. Weighting factors applied to reach area data for scoring dual-hand reach envelopes.

Grid distance from subject (in)
18
24
30
36
42
48
54
60
66

Factor for weighted average
23%
22%
19%
15%
10%
6%
3%
2%
1%

Table 8. Cybex force transmission results (in-lbs).

Shoulder abduction
Shoulder ratchet wrench crank
Shoulder rotation -medial lateral
Elbow flexion
Elbow extension
Shoulder flexion
EVA ratchet wrench push
EVA ratchet wrench pull
Shoulder rotation
Shoulder abduction/flexion

EMU
41.3
73.6
60.2
46.9
61.6
49.9
91.6
106.8
52.9
53.4

Static Torque
AX-5
43.6
69.3
56.7
43.9
59.7
49.7
85.4
91.6
45.4
48.2

Mk. III
44.7
68.9
47.2
43.7
56.8
49.7
84.7
89.5
37.9
48.8

EMU
33.2
55.4
45.7
32.8
49.1
38.1
58.9
80.1
41.5
38.3
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Dynamic Torque
AX-5
33.7
54.0
39.5
32.9
48.2
35.4
66.3
67.9
36.0
34.1

Mk. III
31.2
51.1
40.4
29.6
41.8
34.4
62.9
73.5
34.4
32.4

Figure 13. Test set-up for testing maximum force application with Cyber hardware.1
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with the EMU, so they could operate it to best advantage; there was also clearly a drawback to both the AX-5 and Mk.
III in that they were competing at 8.3psi against the EMU at 4.3psi. Another reason suggested for the discrepancy is
that it may have been associated with programming: a phenomenon seen in serial rotary kinematics in which certain
positions make it easier or harder to rotate the wedge elements to move the joint in the desired direction. This is
generally most noticeable at full extension or flexion, where the wedge elements are at their extreme positions. The
rotary joints are then at a singular point, and a lateral motion is needed to start the wedge element rotating without large
break-free forces. The result of programming is that sometimes to get a body joint to move without large efforts, it’s
best to move in a lateral direction to start the joints moving away from the singularity. The EMU only has noticeable
programming in the shoulder joints, and may have been more readily adaptable to the simple rotary motions set up on
the Cybex than suits with more rotary elements and, therefore, more noticeable programming. Results from this set of
tests were not scaled and normalized, but were instead linearly normalized to EMU performance, and then weighted
at 7 points in the overall evaluation.
Although not included in the Space Suit WETF Evaluation Test Plan, the Cybex testing presented an opportunity
to obtain fatigue data from the test set-up. Four of the tests described in Table 8 (EVA ratchet wrench crank, elbow
flexion, medial internal shoulder rotation, and EVA ratchet wrench push) were performed at the 60o /sec rate repeatedly
until the establishment of fatigue onset. This was defined as when the subject’s force output fell below 65% of their
maximum force level, which in turn was defined as the average of their first five cycles. The tests continued for ten
minutes or until the onset of fatigue. These tests produced charts of test subject metabolic rate vs. time, which are not
explained in the available documentation, but are evidently derived from instrumentation of the suit air supply system.
The Cybex data of force vs. time was used to derive mechanical work production as a function of time, which was
divided by the metabolic workload to produce plots of “efficiency” vs. time. These results were not incorporated into
the actual evaluation process, nor evidently even reduced to applicable metrics. If all of the test subjects performed
these tests, there is no indication that results were kept for anyone other than subject 1.
E.

EVA Tasks (Cooper-Harper Ratings)

While all of the tests to this point have been tests of the suit system itself, it was felt important to include an evaluation
using each suit while performing a well-understood end-to-end EVA procedure. The final decision was to evaluate
four tasks associated with standard shuttle EVA operations (opening and closing the shuttle airlock hatch, payload
bay translation, and using the payload bay doors contingency winch), along with eight tasks selected from the EASEACCESS mission. EASE-ACCESS was a pair of structural assembly EVA experiments performed on STS 61-B in late
1985. The EASE (Experimental Assembly of Structures in EVA) task in particular (Figure 14) was designed from the
outset as an EVA performance test to be challenging for EVA crew, including tight alignment of structural elements
with large moments of inertia, and the purposeful omission of any form of body restraints for most of the assembly
process.16 The Assembly Concept for the Construction of Erectable Space Structures (ACCESS) project involved the
assembly of a precision triangular truss structure using an assembly fixture (Figure 15).17 Both structures involved the
crew manipulation of linear struts and nodes with a number of structural connectors.
Evaluation was by means of the modified Cooper-Harper rating scale described earlier and shown in Figure 5.
During the neutral buoyancy tests, the crew would perform each task, then verbally give a Cooper-Harper rating to the
test conductor in the control room. Figure 16 shows the summary results for all 12 test elements, both individually by
test subject and as overall averages for each suit. This plot also includes error bars which show the standard deviation
of the data contributing to each plot point. The raw data for this set of tests is also presented in tabular form in the
appendix to this paper.
Given the size of the standard deviations as compared to the differences in the means, it is logical to suspect that
many of these results do not rise to the level of statistical significance; application of paired T-tests to sets of data
reveal this to be, in general, true. However, one of the few data sets which are different at a statistically significant
level (p = 0.0017) are the overall averages for the AX-5 and the Mark III. The Cooper-Harper ratings for each of the
twelve tasks tested are presented in Table 9. Where Figure 16 averages across tasks by each test subject, this table
averages across test subjects by task. It should be noted that Cooper-Harper ratings are intended to be integers; one of
the test subjects frequently assigned ratings featuring half points, which complicated the averages.
F.

0-G Evaluations

In the original planning for the assessment process, testing suit performance in the KC-135 aircraft in parabolic flight
was allocated 10% of the overall points in the evaluation. Fairly early on in the process, it was determined that the
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Figure 14. EASE structural assembly flight experiment on-orbit during STS 61-B (November-December, 1985).

Figure 15. ACCESS structural assembly flight experiment during
neutral buoyancy training.17

parabolic flight environment was ill-suited for collection of quantitative data, due to the complexities of the short (2030 seconds) duration of microgravity intervals, interspersed with 2-g pull-out maneuvers, as well as spurious motions
caused by air turbulence. Instead, the decision was made to use the parabolic flight time to focus on suit donning and
doffing, donning station ingress and egress, and trying to better understand issues found in neutral buoyancy testing
that could be caused by buoyancy effects or hydrodynamic drag, primarily by having the test subjects translate along a
20-ft long rail. It was found that all suits were much easier to translate in than was evident from neutral buoyancy, due
to the lack of hydrodynamic drag. One interesting observation was that ballasting effects to achieve neutral buoyancy
– not just overall buoyancy, but aiming to make the person/suit combination’s center of mass coincident with their
center of buoyancy so there was also no preferred orientation – was much better in the EMU than in the experimental
suits. The suit developers of both experimental suits agreed that the ballasting system they developed had been an
“afterthought”; the suits were designed for space operations and then adapted for the underwater testing. The EMU, on
the other hand, had been used for years in neutral buoyancy as the primary training environment for shuttle operations,
and had developed a sophisticated system for adjusting test subject buoyancy. This led to the realization that it was
conceivably possible to design a suit that was ideal for space operations, but if it was unsuited to use underwater for
training, it was still an ineffective design. Future spacesuits should be designed from the outset to facilitate extensive
use in neutral buoyancy, in addition to optimizing for in-space performance. Over the life of a space suit design, the
time accumulated in underwater testing will exceed time usage in space by an order of magnitude or more.
One interesting result from early neutral buoyancy testing was that most of the test subjects found the greater
flexibility of the AX-5 lower body to be undesirable for working in foot restraints. Forces and torques applied by the
arms result in equal and opposite reaction forces, which have to be transmitted through the body to the foot restraints.
They found that the stiffness in the lower torso assemblies of the EMU and Mark III could transmit most of these forces
through the suit, relieving the wearer of needing to exert muscular effort to counteract these reaction forces. Since
the AX-5 was so flexible, the wearer had to actively use their legs to react these forces, increasing the physiological
workload.
The conclusion that flexibility in a spacesuit was a negative feature was certainly counterintuitive, and led to a
second round of underwater testing to assess that finding. This consisted primarily of conducting a series of gross
body motions while in foot restraints. This test also examined the traditional design of EVA foot restraints, testing
designs where the feet were more widely separated to see if there was an improvement, either in ingress or in remaining
in the restraints during active motions. It was found that the AX-5 was more likely to remain in the foot restraints under
these circumstances: the ankle bearings decoupled the suit boots from motions of the legs, reducing the tendency for
a lateral torque to inadvertently twist the boot out of the restraints.
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Figure 16. Averages and standard deviations of Cooper-Harper ratings of all twelve neutral buoyancy evaluation tasks for each test subject.

Table 9. Cooper-Harper ratings for each neutral buoyancy evaluation task averaged across test subjects.

Shuttle airlock hatch open
Shuttle airlock hatch close
Payload bay translation
Winch operations
ACCESS EV1 joint destow
ACCESS EV1 joint stow
EASE EV1 translate
EASE EV1 beam 2 destow
EASE EV2 aft port attach
EASE EV2 aft starboard attach
EASE EV1 beam 2 stow
EASE EV1 beam 6 stow
Overall averages
Original scoring algorithm (20 points max)

EMU averages
2.25
3.25
2.0
3.25
2
2.5
2
2.38
3.25
2.5
2.25
2.5
2.51
16.6

AX-5 averages
2.63
3.75
2.5
2.75
2.75
2.75
2
2.5
2.5
2.75
2.5
2.88
2.69
16.3
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Mk. III averages
2.0
2.75
2.75
2.5
2.25
2.25
2
2
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.5
2.31
17.1

G.

Environmental Hazards

Part of the extensive testing in this assessment program was to examine the materials of each of the three suits and
determine if they were likely to be impacted by environmental hazards, including radiation, micrometeoroids and
orbital debris (MMOD), chemicals, and thermal extremes. The radiation analysis looked at the effective areal density
of the various suits, and concluded that all of them were adequate for 936 hours of EVA exposure over a year in low
Earth orbit. While it is doubtful any near-term future space activity would involve individual astronauts performing
three EVAs per week for a year, these results are more a statement of the value of the Earth’s magnetic fields for
shielding than anything pertaining to the suit designs. In hindsight, it would be been much more meaningful to consider
uses of the suits in deep space, on the moon, Mars, or even in a higher-radiation environment like geostationary orbit,
rather than focusing solely on space station usage in low Earth orbit.
Micrometeoroids and orbital debris were analyzed based on the known environment in low Earth orbit, and were
again calculated on the basis of 936 EVA hours per year. All three of the suits failed to meet the stringent requirement
for a probability of no loss of crew of 0.9995 per year under these conditions. It was suggested that the AX-5 could
meet the criteria by incorporating a Whipple shield design, using a 0.040in outer layer of aluminum with a 7/16in
separation distance from the primary structure of the suit components, fastened directly onto the wedge elements as
the outer surface. This would break up incoming MMOD particles on the outer shield, and provide sufficient distance
to attenuate the resulting shock wave to avoid a spalling failure of the primary structure beneath. This would be a trivial
change to the arm and leg segments, and would not affect suit mobility or flexibility. It would be harder to provide over
the torso, but that also was deemed feasible if necessary. It was suggested that the Mark III be modified through the
addition of a 0.080 inch thick layer of tungsten/silicone rubber infused in ripstop nylon to the thermal/micrometeoroid
garment (TMG). This would add some marginal bulk and mass to the suit, but would allow it to meet the specifications
for MMOD safety; however, no tests in this process were performed on the Mark III with the tungsten/silicone TMG
layer.
Material samples from the suits were exposed to hydrazine, monomethylhydrazine (MMH), ammonia, nitrogen
tetroxide, heptane, and toluene to study chemical contamination issues. Analysis was primarily limited to visual
inspection of the materials after the exposure. There was no impact to the aluminum samples for the AX-5, other than
several of the chemicals blistered or completely removed the epoxy paint used on the outer surface. (NASA Ames
had considered a vapor-deposited gold outer layer; this was tested for thermal effectiveness but all other tests used a
default surface coating of white epoxy paint.) The Mark III tests used a layered sample representing all of the layers in
the soft goods of the suit, with the chemicals sprayed on the ortho fabric outer layer. Indicator sheets placed between
the layers showed that the chemicals permeated the ortho fabric layer, but did not penetrate farther. It was noted that
a full spacesuit assembly would have sewn seams with needle perforations where fluids could penetrate even if the
materials themselves were impermeable. Materials testing of the layers after exposure did not show any degradation
to the expected tensile strength.
A detailed thermal analysis was performed for both the Mk. III and AX-5 suits, again for the space station low
Earth orbit environment. The Mk. III was acceptable in all expected thermal environments. This is in keeping with its
heritage from the EMU, and the thermal insulating properties of the fabric suit components. The AX-5 was somewhat
more worrisome thermally. The “single-hull” suit was unacceptable in all conditions, since there was only a single
piece of highly thermally-conductive aluminum in proximity to the skin of the wearer. (One test subject noted that
he could feel the warm water of the WETF conducting rapidly through the aluminum structure of the AX-5 to warm
the interior of the suit.) All of the acceptable space-rated designs used an outer metal shield layer, which would be
the same component as the Whipple shield described in the MMOD study. Thermal control in the AX-5 was also
dependent on the ventilation flow through the limbs, maintaining a more consistent temperature throughout. When the
exterior surface was gold-plated (as per the Ames original design), interior elbow temperatures could hit 114o F in the
conditions analyzed for the hot case, which would be marginally acceptable; if the ventilation flow were blocked, this
could rise to 156o F, which was unacceptable. With a more traditional coat of high-emissivity white paint, the interior
elbow temperatures were calculated to range from 69o F in the cold case to 96o F for the hot case. Interestingly enough,
a blockage of ventilation flow would cause the elbow to reach a marginally acceptable temperature of 35o F in the cold
case, making that the critical condition for the white-painted configuration. The report concluded that the modeling
of ventilation blockage was conservative and should be further investigated, and that the thermal case for the AX-5
suit assembly could be improved by providing thermal isolation between the exterior surfaces and the inner primary
structure.
All of the environmental hazards analyses showed that both suits could be made to comply with the requirements
in this area. The evaluation board decided to scale this as “pass/fail”, and awarded full points to both suits for passing.
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H.

Torque Measurements

Although testing a space suit with a human wearing it is, by definition, examining the operational scenario, it is
important to understand and measure the inherent characteristics of the suit mechanisms themselves. For that reason,
the assessment include uncrewed pressurized tests of the suit joints to measure the inherent torque characteristics as a
function of displacement angle. This test would also directly measure the limitations of motion for each of the three
joints tested: elbow, knee, and shoulder. The pressurized joint assembly was actuated externally with a force gauge,
with measurements collected for every 10o of displacement in both directions. This produced torque vs. displacement
charts such as the sample shown in Figure 17, which superimposes the curves for the EMU, AX-5, and Mk. III suit
elbows.

Figure 17. Actuation torque vs. displacement for pressurized elbow joints.

As can be seen in this figure, the two fabric elbow assemblies both have a strong tendency to drive the joint back to
an equilibrium position which is around 50o for the EMU and 70o for the Mk. III. Flexing the elbow past the set point,
or extending it beyond the same point, results in a restoring torque trying to drive the arm back to the equilibrium
point where the inherent torque is zero. These joints also exhibit hysteresis, which is the area internal to the S-shaped
curves which is the actual work done in flexing and extending the elbow. This figure also plots the same results for
the AX-5, which is the straight line along the X-axis in this scale. There is arguably no single plot which more clearly
illustrates the difference between the two suit technologies than this one; the largest torque measured in the AX-5
elbow is 0.05 in-lbs, which is orders of magnitude less than the peak values of the EMU and Mk. III. The AX-5 curve
is also centered on the X-axis, which means it has no noticeable restoring torque throughout the range of motion. This
is the source of the neutral position characteristic of all of the AX-5 joints, which in turn is due to both the kinematic
configuration of the AX-5 rotary sealed bearings and the true constant-volume nature of the hard suit joint designs.
Three metrics were tracked for this set of tests: the mean static torque, averaged over the complete flex and extend
cycle; the maximum angular range of motion of the joint; and the dynamic work index, which is the integral of the
absolute value of the torque across a complete cycle. The dynamic work index represents an approximation of the total
energy required to actuate the joint fully for one cycle. The results of these tests are summarized in Table 10.
This table illustrates the dichotomy of this category, with AX-5 values for dynamic work index and static torques
far below the comparable values of the same joints from the EMU and Mk. III, but the range of motion for those suits
20o -40o larger than those for the AX-5 elbows and knees. (The AX-5 shoulders have a comparable range of motion to
the other two suits.) These values are summarized by the scores for the original scaled normalized algorithm, where
these values use the scaled assessment scale where the largest value greater than the EMU gets 100% of the available
score, and values below that of the EMU are assessed a penalty down to -100%. Weighting these scores to the 8 points
assigned to this test series, the AX-5 receives one of its largest numerical advantages in this category.
This may be one of the areas that motivated the adoption of this scaled normalized algorithms, since smaller torques
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Table 10. Suit joint torque measurements.

Elbow

Knee

Shoulder

Totals
Original scoring algorithm

Dynamic work index
Range (deg)
Static torque (in-lbs)
Dynamic work index
Range (deg)
Static torque (in-lbs)
Dynamic work index
Range (deg)
Static torque (in-lbs)
Dynamic work index
Range (deg)
Static torque (in-lbs)
(8 pts max)

EMU
451.98
163.6
19.89
666.13
160.8
30.45
1677.78
158.7
60.06
2795.78
483.1
110.4

AX-5
241.88
117.8
0.02
505.72
116.6
0.16
993.57
170.8
0.53
1741.17
405.2
0.71
3.83

Mk. III
915.86
150.9
36.06
1017.67
141.6
44.91
1612.48
171.6
49.54
3546.01
464.1
130.51
-2.34

are good, but there is no inherent upper limit for higher values. If the AX-5 receives maximum points for a torque
value vanishingly close to zero, how should the much higher values for the EMU and Mk. III be scored? In Section
VI below, an alternative scoring algorithm is proposed which does not disadvantage the Mk. III in the categories that
were originally scored by the NASA “winner-take-all” algorithm. In that case, the scale for dynamic work index and
joint torque was linearly scaled with 100% representing zero values and 0% assigned to the highest suit value. In both
cases, the three metrics resulting from this data analysis were weighted as in the original study, with 50 points each
for the dynamic work index and joint angle categories, and 30 points for the static torque measurements. The results
were then weighted for the 8 points assigned to the overall value of this category, as listed in the last row of Table 10.
I.

Component Cycle Verification

To test the effects of repeated use on the suit components, AX-5 and Mk. III shoulder, elbow, and knees joints were
placed in test fixtures where they could be mechanically actuated to produce the equivalent of 104 EVAs worth of
wear (evidently set by a nominal rate of two EVAs per week for a year). The three joints from the AX-5 passed the
test easily, with no significant change in bearing torque between the start and end of the testing. The Mk. III shoulder
and knee joints also passed the wear test in a single sequence. The only joint that had significant problems was the
Mk. III elbow, which repeatedly wore through the pressure bladder, halting the test due to excessive leakage. Three
separate Mk. III elbow assemblies were tested over five test sessions. A nominal test run for the elbow would be
71,032 cycles, corresponding to 104 EVAs at an assumed average of 683 elbow cycles per EVA. Testing of Elbow
1 was halted due to leakage at cycle 11,619 (17 EVA equivalents). This test article had no abrasion protective layer
on the pressure bladder. Elbow 2 was first tested in the same configuration; that test was halted due to leakage at
cycle 17,075 (25 EVAs). A partial abrasion protective layer was added to the pressure bladder and the cycle testing
was started again, leading to a halt at 10,245 cycles (15 EVAs) due to leakage. The same elbow assembly was again
modified with the addition of a full abrasion protective layer on the pressure bladder and the test was begun again,
stopping at 51,225 cycles (75 EVAs) due to leakage. (It should be noted that the cumulative testing on this article at
this point was 115 EVA equivalents over all three test repetitions.) A third Mk. III elbow assembly was delivered with
a full abrasion protective layer added to the pressure bladder at the factory, which successfully passed the cycle test at
104 EVA equivalents.
Since the different components each had to be tested on dedicated hardware optimized for the design and interfaces
of each joint assembly, it was not deemed meaningful to use these tests as a discriminator for final suit (or suit
component) selection. These tests were therefore designated as “pass/fail”, and both suits were awarded 6 points from
the evaluation weighting algorithm for passing the requirements.
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J.

Life Cycle Costs

The sole item in the third level of assessment was a life cycle cost comparison between the AX-5 and Mk. III
technologies. This started with the assumption that the hard upper torso, helmet, and briefs would be highly similar
for both suits, so the costs were based on hard vs. soft arms and lower torso assemblies. The analysis predicted that
the hard suit elements would cost 1.7-2.3 times as much as the soft goods, but the operational costs over 30 years
would negate that due to the costs of maintaining and replacing the fabric elements. The final conclusion was that the
overall life cycle costs for the soft suit elements would be 1.03-1.08 times as much as for the corresponding hard suit
components. The final conclusion was that this category was generally indistinguishable between the two options, and
would not be used as part of the evaluation protocols.

V.

The Final Assessment

With the decision to baseline the use of the EMU as the standard spacesuit of space station, the “competition”
between the AX-5 and Mk. III became moot. Given all of the effort that went into the testing activities, however, it
made sense to bring the process to some form of a final conclusion.
Laying aside the original evaluation procedure, the revised evaluation aimed to use the experimental data already
collected to evaluate the technologies behind the basic elements of the pressure garment design: shoulder, elbow,
waist/hips, knee, ankle, and boot. The revised objective was to revisit the original objective, which stated that the
overall goal of the program was to select technologies for the next generation of experimental suit.
Bearing in mind the dichotomy between the numerical evaluations and the test subject comments and opinions,
a completely revised approach to evaluation was developed. Each of the six suit elements would be evaluated using
those components of the original evaluation process which directly bore upon them. Since the various elements would
have differing levels of testing (for example, there was no specific testing of boot designs in the original process),
the options based on the EMU, AX-5, and Mark III would be rank-ordered from best (“1”) to worst (“3”). Ties
were allowed and generously awarded. In parallel, the test subjects’ comments and subjective evaluations would be
evaluated separately to determine the crew’s favorite. If the two systems agreed, the selection for that suit component
was a foregone conclusion. If they disagreed, the evaluation board would discuss the options and arrive at a decision,
ideally by consensus. It appears that, in the case of conflicts, the evaluation board almost always chose to go with the
crew’s subjective evaluations over the quantitative rankings.
The shoulder evaluation was the closest to an unequivocal result. Three of the mobility tests directly evaluated
shoulder mobility; of these, two were best performed by the AX-5 and one by the EMU. The AX-5 also clearly took
honors for its low torques and large reach envelope. The crew liked the fact that the AX-5 was stable in any pose.
Both the ratings and the crew evaluations favored the AX-5’s four-roll shoulder over the Mark III external link rolling
convolute.
The elbow evaluation again showed the advantage of the AX-5 in low static and dynamic torques, as well as being
preferred by the crew in terms of comfort and neutral stability. It all came down to the issue that the AX-5 as tested
had a physical constraint preventing bending more than 120o , giving up 20o -40o to the fabric elbows of the Mk. III
and EMU. The elbow choice, based on crew preferences, was for an “advanced all-fabric” elbow assembly.
For the hips/waist discussion, the major factor was the conclusion that advanced suits needed a waist bearing like
the EMU. Waist bearings can be difficult to implement on rear-entry suits due to the necessary size of the body seal
closure, but the crew felt it essential to allow torso rotation. The rankings in this category generally favored the AX-5,
although the Mk. III was considered close in all areas. Their final conclusion was to rate the AX-5 and Mark III
designs evenly, so that the future suit’s waist and hip assembly could be like that of either system.
The knee discussion in many ways echoed that of the elbows, except there were no tests performed in the mobility
studies that directly and singularly measured the effects of the knee design. Torque levels favored the AX-5, but again
the prototype design of the AX-5’s knee assembly limited it to smaller flexion angles than the EMU or Mk. III. The
decision went with the crew preference for an all-fabric knee, due to the desire for a stiff lower torso assembly to react
forces when in foot restraints, as well as a strong preference for the “feel” of the fabric knees.
Neither the ankle or boots were specifically targeted in the original assessment tests. For this reason, there was
no basis for rank-ordering the candidate designs based on those tests, so the decision came down entirely to crew
preferences. Since it was noted that the ankle bearings in the AX-5 minimized the tendency to inadvertently come out
of the foot restraints, the conclusion was a fabric ankle assembly incorporating an ankle bearing, and using soft goods
articulations for the other ankle degrees of freedom, focusing on supplying stiffness for dealing with reaction forces.
Test subjects preferred the (limited) tactile feedback of the fabric boots in the EMU and Mk. III over the metal boots
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of the AX-5, for allowing them to better sense the position of the foot restraint bar over the instep during ingress and
egress, .
Thus, the “great spacesuit competition” ended. The next generation of spacesuits, deferred by budget constraints
until the indefinite future, would incorporate the hard upper torso and 13 inch hemispherical bubble helmets common
to both the AX-5 and Mark III, would have AX-5 shoulders, elbows and legs like the Mark III (with the possible
addition of an ankle bearing), and the future suit developer could flip a coin to decide which suit would provide the
inspiration for the hips and brief. Subsequent publications were limited to an internal NASA briefing,9 one internal
(unsolicited, and undistributed) evaluation paper,10 and a conference paper.8

VI.

Results, Revisited

It should be noted that none of the publications surviving from the suit assessment program, whether in the open
literature or available internal documents, ever provided a numerical summary with a simple numerical comparison
between the two experimental suits. Based on the results presented and analysis performed in this paper, that overall
summary assessment is presented in Table 11.
Table 11. Suit evaluation scores based on original assessment criteria. Criteria marked with * were scored with normalization algorithm
scaled to EMU results

First order selection criteria
(Manned performance)
Mobility (range of motion)*
Mobility (comfort ratings)
Reach*
Cybex maximum force transmission
EVA tasks (Cooper-Harper ratings)
0-G evaluation (Cooper-Harper ratings)
Second order selection criteria
(Engineering test and analysis)
Environmental hazards
Torque measurements*
Component cycle verification
Third order section criteria
(Programmatic issues)
Life cycle costs
Final scores

AX-5

Mark III

25 pts
6 pts
7 pts
7 pts
20 pts
10 pts
20 points

9.74
5.26
6.20
6.57
16.3
–

2.71
5.03
-2.59
6.33
17.1
–

6 pts
8 pts
6 pts
5 points

6
3.83
6

6
-2.34
6

5 pts

–
59.90

–
38.24

75 points

Based on the original scoring algorithms, the AX-5 was the clear “winner” of the suit assessment, based solely
on numerical values. This is somewhat skewed by the use of the scaled normalization in some of the assessment
categories, which awarded full points for a value which often was only slightly better than the EMU used as the
control. As an check on this, the terms in Table 11 which had been calculated by the scaled normalization algorithm
were recalculated with a simple proportional scaling of the raw data. This changed the overall final scores in the
last row to 73.03 for the AX-5 and 67.56 for the Mark III. Reducing the margin of difference from 43% to 7.5% is
probably more indicative of the relative performance of these suits overall, and again calls into question the adoption
of the strange “winner takes all” normalization scheme by the evaluation board. In either case, the numbers show that
the AX-5 would be the superior follow-on suit to the EMU if the choice was solely between integrated suit systems.
Looking back through all of the categories of the testing, there was little significant difference in most of them.
Both the AX-5 and Mk. III were well-designed and well-built suit prototypes, and both were capable of performing
all of the tasks presented. The only major difference was in the much greater flexibility of the AX-5 joints, combined
with the true constant-pressure design which eliminated any tendency to return to a singular minimum-energy pose.
This accounts for the higher ratings of the AX-5 in the only three evaluation categories with noticeable differences:
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the range of motion, reach envelope, and torque measurements.
How, then, to account for the crew subjective assessments favoring the Mk. III over the AX-5? There is a wellknown phenomena in human factors testing that subjects always prefer the first system they learned on.b In a number
of transcribed discussions the test subjects commented on the EMU favorably, and acknowledged it was probably
because it was the system they trained on and had the most experience with. Certainly the Mk. III, with substantially
the same top-level design approach as the EMU, would be much more familiar to the astronauts making up the test
subjects than the AX-5.
To test this, the author reached out to a colleague who had, years before, performed a limited number of suited
simulations in support of a project on a space-assembled aerobrake structure. A series of neutral buoyancy tests were
conducted in the water tank at McDonnell-Douglas in Huntington Beach,18 using both EMUs and the AX-5. He had
expressed the opinion several times in discussions that the AX-5 was a more capable suit, due to its greater flexibility
and low joint torques. One interesting comment in his response to questions related to this paper was the unprompted
observation that the flexible lower torso was more problematic when getting into and using foot restraints. This is an
opinion that is frequently quoted on why the NASA test subjects came out so strongly in favor of soft goods, particular
for the lower torso assembly. The author’s contact pointed out that the programming in the AX-5 legs, while generally
not objectionable, meant that AX-5 wearer could not rely on simply pushing their toes under the restraint bars of the
foot restraints, as the joint programming would cause the feet to deviate from a straight-line path during the ingress
process. He also volunteered that it was more work to resist reaction forces with the legs in the AX-5, rather than
relying on the stiffness of the LTA to transmit those forces and torques into the foot restraints.19 While he had “4 or
5 runs” in an EMU prior to two runs in the AX-5, it is less reasonable to attribute his reactions to prior experience
than would be the case for the extensively trained astronaut test subjects. Despite an impulse to categorically reject
an assertion that suit flexibility is undesirable, it would be appear that this is a valid and wide-spread point of view.
Future designers of hard suits (if any ever exist) would certainly be well-served to develop suit joints with adjustable
friction to allow stiffening suit legs when desired in the microgravity environment.

VII.

Conclusions

With the perspective of three decades since the AX-5/Mk. III comparison program, we can categorically say
that the Mark III “won”. Suit development, centered at NASA Johnson, has progressed through the EMU and Mark
III to waist-entry and rear-entry I-suits, the Z-1 and Z-2 experimental suits, and the current development of the Z2.5. The next suit will be the xEMU-Demo, taking advantage of the operational EMU architecture to host newly
developed versions of the PLSS, HUT, helmet, and external link rolling convolute shoulders for a flight validation. (It
is interesting to note that the conclusion of this study that the four-bearing wedge element shoulders were the superior
option did not affect the current xEMU-Demo design. Informal sources indicate that this decision may have been
based on weight, which interestingly was not considered at all in the original comparison study.) A recent publication
from JSC on the xEMU20 explicitly states that the Mark III was the direct progenitor of the line of experimental suits
leading to the xEMU. Nothing of the AX-5 is evident in NASA’s plans for future space suits.
Due to the conclusions of this assessment that the AX-5 four-bearing shoulders were preferred for future suits,
NASA Ames delivered the shoulders from the last functional AX-5 prototype to NASA JSC for testing on the Mark
III. Shortly thereafter, the NASA Ames suit program was formally terminated. Suit testing facilities at Ames were
dismantled, including the Ames Neutral Buoyancy Test Facility, and the associated personnel retired or moved on to
other assignments. The data binders used for the preparation of this paper were rescued from the remains of the NASA
Ames suit program as it was, quite literally, waiting to be put into a dumpster for disposal. The two AX-5 prototypes
are in museums.
And yet, one last observation to be made from this review is that every evaluative process is based on a particular
vision of the future, and conclusions arrived at are based on, and only relevant to, that perspective. As has been noted
already, the process described here focused solely on a space suit for the upcoming space station; tests we would find
valuable today, such as thermal equilibrium or radiation protection in deep space, were not considered at the time. A
desire to have a stiff lower torso assembly to react forces to foot restraints in microgravity is completely contrary to
our current need for a space suit well-adapted for walking on the moon and, ultimately, Mars.
If xEMU is to be our future space suit for lunar exploration, it is important to understand that it is the direct
descendant of a suit specifically selected for a low Earth orbital, microgravity environment. Setting aside budget and
schedule constraints due to the current focus on a lunar return date of 2024, what would this process look like if it were
b Perhaps the ultimate example of this is that this paper is being typed on a QWERTY keyboard, which was designed in the 1800’s to be as
inefficient and difficult to type on as possible to mitigate the shortcomings of the first generation of manual typewriters.
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to be reconvened today to decide on the best technologies for lunar and Mars suits? Certainly the test technologies
would be greatly improved. Rather than rely on photogrammetry, we would be able to electronically measure joint
angles internal to the suit,21 record muscle activations and directly measure fatigue,22 and rate task difficulty in terms
of physiological workload23 instead of Cooper-Harper ratings. We would not only know how far a test subject could
reach, but measure entire suit trajectories with motion capture systems and correlate reach envelopes with forces
imparted. Lunar and Mars gravity levels could be simulated by multiple methods, including underwater using body
segment parameter ballasting24 and with actively-controlled motion systems in the laboratory. Data would be recorded
digitally in real time and immediately available for reduction and analysis.
There will be one major difference between then and now, though: there will only be one suit to test. Whether it was
ultimately adopted, adapted, or abandoned, the AX-5 represented a uniquely different approach to space suit design
from the Mark III, and the ability to compare the two “head-to-head” produced a wealth of valuable information on
suit design and testing. Space suits are expensive to develop, and the parallel suit developments of the Mark III and the
AX-5 may not come again. But competition is key to evolution, and independent minds and organizations exploring
different solutions to difficult problems helps to ensure that no potential game-changing approach is overlooked. As
we look ahead to coming decades of human surface exploration of the moon and Mars, it would be nice to imagine
a future version of this suit comparison study with two or more suits that reflect different paradigms and innovative
approaches to solving the problems we have yet to encounter in long-term human planetary exploration.
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Appendix
The following pages provide tables of the most relevant raw data from the original source material.11 Those
interested can perform their own analyses on the data and hopefully extract more information, both on the original
study and with relevance to modern suit design and testing.
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Suit
AX-5
Subject
TS1
1) Forward/upward reach
140
2) Backward torso bending
85
3) Forward torso bending
40
4) Stright leg flexion (R )
85
5) Straight leg flexion (L)
85
6) Bent knee hip flexion (R )
95
7) Bent knee hip flexion (L)
100
8) Overhead reach from side
160
9) Inboard chest reach
120
10) Arm sweeping motion
90
11) Torso rotation
105
12) Side ankle flexion(2 ft in restraints) ( R)
40
13) Side ankle flexion (2 ft in restraints) (L)
40
14) Side ankle flexion(R ft in restraints) ( R)
30
15) Side ankle flexion (R ft in restraints) (L)
25
16) Side ankle flexion(L ft in restraints) ( R)
20
17) Side ankle flexion (L ft in restraints) (L)
25
18) Hip abduction (R )
45
19) Hip abduction (L)
45

EMU Mk.III AX-5 EMU Mk.III AX-5 EMU Mk.III AX-5 EMU
TS1 TS1 TS4 TS4 TS4 TS5 TS5 TS5 TS6 TS6
150 150 150 170 145 150 160 155 150 150
70
40 65 120
95 80 75
85 85 95
60
40 60 45
35 60 45
60 60 45
45
85 95 50
95 90 45
60 55 50
45
90 90 50
90 90 45
70 55 40
60
95 90 60
95 120 60
95 90 60
60
95 95 60
85 115 60
90 100 65
180 165 165 150 165 170 150 165 160 135
105 115 110 105 110 120 105 110 135 130
90
80 110 90
85 105 90 100 110 95
90
95 135 90
90 140 170 125 180 180
45
25 40 45
45 45 40
25 45 25
40
25 40 30
40 45 40
30 45 35
15
35 45 50
60 40 40
35 55 50
30
35 45 20
25 15 40
55 45 30
15
15 40 40
30 40 40
50 45 30
30
30 35 50
50 55 45
45 45 50
30
75 65 30
80 50 30
60 50 30
30
80 65 30
95 55 30
75 45 25

Raw data for suited range of motion tests (all data in degrees)
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Suit
EMU EMU EMU EMU Mk.III Mk.III Mk.III Mk.III AX-5 AX-5 AX-5 AX-5
Subject
TS1 TS4 TS5 TS6 TS1 TS4 TS5 TS6 TS1 TS4 TS5 TS6
1) Forward/upward reach
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
2 1.5
1
2) Backward torso bending
2
2
1
2
3
2
2
1
1
2 1.5
1
3) Forward torso bending
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
3 1.5
1
4) Stright leg flexion (R )
2
2
1
3
1
2
2
1
1
2 1.5
1
5) Straight leg flexion (L)
2
2
1
3
1
2
2
1
1
2 1.5
1
6) Bent knee hip flexion (R )
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
3 1.5
1
7) Bent knee hip flexion (L)
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
3 1.5
1
8) Overhead reach from side
2
2 1.5
3
3
2
2
2
1
2 3.5
1
9) Inboard chest reach
2 2.3
1
1
2
2
2
2
1 2.5
2
1
10) Arm sweeping motion
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
2 2.5 1.5
1
11) Torso rotation
3
2
1
1
3
3.5
2
1
2
2 1.5
2
12) Side ankle flexion(2 ft in restraints) ( R)
3
2
1
1
3
2
2
1
1
2 2.5
1
13) Side ankle flexion (2 ft in restraints) (L)
3
2
1
1
3
2
2
1
1
2 2.5
1
14) Side ankle flexion(R ft in restraints) ( R)
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
15) Side ankle flexion (R ft in restraints) (L)
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
16) Side ankle flexion(L ft in restraints) ( R)
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
17) Side ankle flexion (L ft in restraints) (L)
2
2
1
1
3
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
18) Hip abduction (R )
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
2 1.5
1
19) Hip abduction (L)
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
2 1.5
1

Raw data for suited comfort ratings
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Crew
TS1
TS1 TS1 TS4
TS4 TS4 TS5
TS5 TS5 TS6
TS6 TS6
Suit
EMU Mk, III AX-5 EMU Mk, III AX-5 EMU Mk, III AX-5 EMU Mk, III AX-5
Shuttle A/L hatch open
3
2
3
2
2 2.5
3
2
3
1
2
2
Shuttle A/L Hatch Closed
3
2
3
3
2
3
4
5
7
3
2
2
PL Bay handrail translation
2
2
3
2
3
3
2
3
2
2
3
2
Winch Ops
4
2
4
3
3
2
3
2
2
3
3
3
ACCESS EV1 joint destow
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
3
4
ACCESS EV1 joint stow
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
2
3
3
4
EASE EV1 translate
2
2
1
2
2
2
3
2
2
1
2
3
EASE EV1 Beam 2 destow
3
2
3 1.5
2
2
3
2
3
2
2
2
EASE EV2 aft/port attach
2
3
3
2
2
2
5
2
3
4
2
2
EASE EV2 aft.stbd attach
2
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
2
2
EASE EV1 Beam 2 stow
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
EASE EV1 Beam 6 stow
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
2 3.5

Raw data forCooper-Harper ratings during EVA tasks
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